The coordination of robot swarms -large decentralized teams of robots -generally relies on robust and efficient inter-robot communication. Maintaining communication between robots is particularly challenging in field deployments. Unstructured environments, limited computational resources, low bandwidth, and robot failures all contribute to the complexity of connectivity maintenance. In this paper we propose a novel lightweight algorithm to navigate a group of robots in complex environments while maintaining connectivity by building a chain of robots. The algorithm is robust to single robot failures and can heal broken communication links. The algorithm works in 3D environments: when a region is unreachable by wheeled robots, the chain is extended with flying robots. We test the performance of the algorithm using up to 100 robots in a physics-based simulator with three mazes and different robot failure scenarios. We then validate the algorithm with physical platforms: 7 wheeled robots and 6 flying ones, in homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm robotics is a field of engineering studying the use of large groups of simple robots (generally with low sensing and computation capabilities) to perform complex tasks [1] . Ideally, a single robot failure in a swarm does not compromise the overall mission because of the inherent redundancy of the swarm [2] . With robustness to individual failures and scalability, the deployment of robotic swarms is foreseen as cost effective solution for spatially distributed tasks over large areas such as exploration [3] , search and rescue [4] , and area coverage [5] .
In many such applications, coordination among the robots is of vital importance and the ability to coordinate depends largely on the ability of the swarm to communicate. A reliable communication infrastructure allows the robots to exchange information at any time. However, in reality there are many sources of failures (environmental factors, wear and tear, etc) that can break connectivity and compromise the deployment. Consider the Fukushima accident in 2011: robots were deployed to inspect the collapsed nuclear power plant (transmitting a video feed), but were subject to extreme failure rates dues to radiation.
In our previous work [6] , we introduced a chain-forming algorithm in 2-dimensional uncluttered spaces. This paper extends the approach to complex tridimensional environments and heterogeneous robot teams. We propose a decentralized, failure-tolerant chain-forming algorithm that can Mr. Varadharajan preserve a desired network topology while navigating a complex environment and completing mission goals. Our approach is lightweight, leaving processing power for other parallel tasks.
In practice, we progressively use the available robots of a swarm to form a communication chain from a ground station to a target. We set the desired network structure by specifying the minimum number of links that should be maintained between the robots, target, and ground station. Our algorithm uses a path planner (e.g. RRT * [7] ) to generate a viable path, and then uses this path as a template to build a chain of robots towards the target. The contributions of this work can be summarized as: 1) the mathematical formulation of the selfhealing chain-forming algorithm, that progressively places the robots towards the target with a configurable network structure; 2) the performance evaluation with various level of injected failures in three simulated complex environments using a physics-based simulator; 3) the validation of the algorithm with a small swarm of 7 wheeled and 6 flying robots, in homogeneous and heterogeneous team deployments. This paper is organized as follows: we start with a brief summary of the related work in Section II, then we detail our model in Section III, and our proposed algorithm in Section IV. Finally, section V provides the experimental results.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of preserving connectivity is widely discussed in the literature, including several recent contributions [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Many of these approaches compute an algebraic connectivity metric [12] : a computationally intensive approach and sensitive to noise for distributed implementations [13] . A handful of other approaches exert virtual forces on the swarm members to preserve a preexisting topology [14] , [15] , [16] .
One approach is to design reactive control laws using connectivity as an imposed constraint. For example, in [17] two control laws were developed for rendezvous and formation tasks, maintaining an initially connected configuration and effectively preserving connectivity. A similar approach was implemented in [18] , achieving rendezvous among a group of agents and preserving an initial connected condition using a potential based controller. The approaches that fall into this category rely on global coordination, reducing their overall scalability, i.e. making them less appropriate for larger groups of robots.
Other works are more explicitly dealing with dynamic connectivity as they implement control laws that maximize an algebraic measure of connectivity (i.e. the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian of the robots' connectivity graph).
One notable example is [19] , which describes a method for the distributed estimation of algebraic connectivity using a power iteration. The authors use this estimation to drive swarm members in such a way that maximizes algebraic connectivity. Kim et al. [20] propose a different approach that solves an optimization problem for the relative locations of robots, again to maximize the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian. Another distributed approach [21] computes the Fiedler vector (the eigenvector corresponding to the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian), and then estimates other relevant elements of the Laplacian to derive a gradientbased control law that maximizes connectivity. The main advantage of these methods is that they work fairly well for any network topology. However, the downside of using algebraic connectivity is that the distributed estimation of the adjacency matrix requires heavy usage of the communication bandwidth to converge to a reasonable value. The time required to compute the algebraic connectivity and its sensitivity to noise limits its applicability to field missions.
Another class of methods enforce the desired connectivity among robots by constructing and maintaining a given communication topology. For instance, Schuresko et al. [22] describe a robust and mission-agnostic algorithm that generates a connected spanning tree. Aragues et al. [23] implement an area coverage mission while preserving a minimum spanning tree among robots. This approach maintains connectivity with minimal interference on the area coverage mission. However, this approach requires specific initial conditions such as a fully connected network, which cannot always be guaranteed during field deployment. Majcherczyk et al. [10] treat the problem of decentralized deployment of multiple robots to different target locations while preserving connectivity. Their algorithm assigns roles for robots, such that when a target is specified, a branch of the robot network is deployed and additional robots are supplied to build a structure reaching the target while maintaining connectivity. Panerati et. al. [8] proposed a hybrid methodology with a navigation controller enforcing connectivity and a global scheduler to provide the navigation controller with optimal policies. Despite the use of a global scheduler to support the navigation controller, the approach is relatively slow in comparison with ours. In addition, to the best of authors' knowledge, none of the previous connectivity preservation approaches consider navigating a complex 3D environment with obstacles using a path planner.
Our work is comparable to [24] and [10] , as we dynamically build structures to reach given targets. However, there are several differences and advantages in our approach: the ability to navigate a complex environment with obstacles, the ability to preserve a network structure with a given number of redundant links, and the support of flying robots for navigating zones deemed unreachable by ground robots. Finally, our approach minimizes the computation and communication load of each robot, allowing deployment of other behaviors on top of the connectivity maintenance algorithm. We consider a swarm of N mobile robots capable of broadcasting messages over a limited communication range Z using a range and bearing sensor [25] . This means that the receiver of a broadcast message can estimate the relative position of the sender in its local coordinate frame. Inter-agent communication can be modeled as an undirected graph G = (ν, , A), with the node set ν = {r 1 , ..r N } representing the robots, and the edge set = {e ij |i, j ∈ ν, i = j}, representing communication links. A common approach to working with a communication graph is to use its adjacency matrix A, in which entries e ij represent the ability to communicate between two robots (i and j). However, for most network topologies, robots do not have the complete graph and can only compute a portion of the adjacency matrix based on its local neighborhood. Let N i be the neighbor set of robot i, which is divided into:
III. MODEL

A. Communication model
x j its position vector. The set of all neighbors within the safe communication zone of robot i is:
From this, we define the safe connectivity set as entries e ij of the adjacency matrix ∀j ∈ N s i . Similarly, if x j ∈ Z c i , then robot j is called a critical zone robot of robot i and the set of critical neighbors for i is:
The associated entries e ij of the adjacency matrix ∀j ∈ N c i are called the critical connectivity set. Finally, a robot j with x j ∈ Z b i is called a break-away zone robot of robot i. The set of break-away neighbors of robot i is:
The associated entries e ij of the adjacency matrix ∀j ∈ N b i are called the break-away connectivity set.
The formulation of these sets allow us to derive control inputs for the robots that guarantee the preservation of local connectivity and to achieve a desired global network topology.
B. Local connectivity preservation
In this section, the constraint to guarantee the preservation of connectivity among the robots are adapted from the formulation of [24] . Fig. 2 shows the initial position of robot i (x i (t)) and robot j (x j (t)) with their relative distance d ij (t), together with their new position and relative distance after ∆t. To guarantee the preservation of the communication link, the control must ensure:
with d b a boundary distance. In our implementation we choose to split the responsibility of respecting the available margin d b − d ij equally over the two robots, leading to the following theorem. Theorem 1: Connectivity e ij between two robots i and j is preserved if the change in position of the robots satisfies the following condition:
Proof : With d ij (t + ∆t) the distance between the two robots i and j after a time step ∆t defined as
When the condition in (5) is applied to the above equation, we get:
proving that robots i and j stay connected. Since three neighborhood sets exist for any given robot, we discussed the applicability of the previous proof in all three cases: 1) A robot j can be in N s i if and only if, its position lies within the safe zone Z s i of robot i, as given in Equ. 1. This implies that d b −d ij ≥ e c +e b . If we choose control inputs that allow ∆x i and ∆x j to satisfy the condition of (5), with d s as the boundary, the robots will always stay within the safe communication distance:
2) For robots j ∈ N c i , located in the critical communication zone Z c i , if we choose control inputs that allow ∆x i and ∆x j to satisfy the condition of (5), with d s again as the boundary, the robots will tend to regain a safe communication distance while staying connected:
3) We can apply an identical reasoning for robots j ∈ N b i with their position within and break-away communication zone Z b i .
C. Global Connectivity Chains
Given a group of robots, we build a chain from a ground station to a target location. To build the chain, we assign taskrelated roles and relationships to the robots. Robots in the chain are assigned parent-child relationships, to manage the construction of the chain towards a target while maintaining connectivity. Definition 1: A connectivity chain is a tree T represented as a partially ordered set (T, <) = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n } with |T | = n. All vertex t i ∈ T , have a parent t i−1 and a child t i+1 , except for t 1 , the root, that is without parent and t n , the worker, without child. All other t i are networkers. The edge set of T is defined as = {e ti,ti+1 |∀t i ∈ T }.
The desired network structure from the root robot to a worker robot is specified with the minimum number of required communication links C n . For a given C n , we enforce C n number of connectivity chains linking root and worker. The root robot stays near a ground station (or the operator) and acts as a reference point for the chain construction. The worker robot reaches the desired target to fulfill a task (detection, transport, video transmission, etc.) while staying connected through the networkers. Corollary to Theorem 1: Given a connectivity chain T defined in Definition 1, a parent-child relationship exists between all networker robots of a chain, at any given t i ∈ T , if the change in position ∆x i satisfies the condition in Equ. 7 or Equ. 8, for all parent-child pairs, depending on its neighborhood, the robots in the chain will always remain connected.
IV. METHOD
This section details the two main modules of the controller: the path planner and the chain connectivity algorithm. The former can be replaced with most path planners: we use the well-known RRT * in this paper. The latter is the implementation of the model shown in Section III.
A. Path planner
Given a state space X ⊂ R n and an obstacle free space X f ∈ X, the problem of computing an optimal path π * from the starting state x 0 ∈ X f to a goal state X G ∈ X f is wellstudied [7] , [26] . In this work we select RRT * to compute the baseline path for our chain construction by setting the solver objective to minimize path length.
For the path planner workspace, we consider two types of robots: 1. ground robots with a state space X ⊂ R 2 on the ground and 2. flying robots with a state space X ⊂ R 3 .
We assume the map of the environment is known. The path planner first tests the existence on the ground plane of a valid path to the desired goal state X G , based on a simplified version of the algorithm proposed in [27] . To estimate the existence of a path, the state space X is decomposed into grid cells of resolution R, and the grid cells are labeled as free X f or occupied (obstacle) X obs . A tree is built out of the free grid cells with x 0 as the root of the tree. A depth-first search for grid cells containing X G is performed. If X G is found, then a path exists, raising the flag PE. If a path exists, then both ground robots and flying robots can be used for chain construction, a path π is computed using a state space R 2 . If the path does not exist on the ground plane, then the RRT * planner is used again, this time on the state space R 3 . The resulting path has a portion, π g ⊂ π, that can be traveled by ground robots. We obtain this portion from the projection of the 3D path π on the ground plane.
B. Chain Construction algorithm
Algorithm 1 Chain Construction algorithm 1: procedure STEP 2:
if no root then 3:
Elect root 4: end if 5:
for each i ∈ Target list do 6:
if no worker for target i then 7:
Elect new worker 8:
end if 9: end for 10:
π, P E, πg ← Stigmergy.get() 11:
if Worker then 12:
if ¬ π, P E, πg then 13: π, P E, πg ← Compute path 14:
Stigmergy apply RVO and set velocity(u) 33: end procedure Algorithm 1 details the pseudo-code of the chain construction. This algorithm was implemented in Buzz [28] , a programming language for robot swarms, which eases behavior design efforts by providing several swarm programming primitives. We used the base classes of Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [29] to implement our RRT * planner as a Buzz function. At launch, a gradient like algorithm [30] serves to elect root and worker robot for each of the given targets, as mentioned in line 7. The gradient algorithm is implemented using virtual stigmergy [31] , a primitive available in Buzz. The virtual stigmergy is a tuple based shared memory between robots: once a tuple is written by any robot, it can be accessed from all other (direct or indirect) connected robots.
The worker robot checks for the existence of a path tuple π, P E, π g , if it does not exists, it computes the path, as mentioned on line 13. Once the path (2D or 3D) is computed, the tuple is shared within the virtual stigmergy, as shown on line 14. In this tuple, π represents the path defined as a sequence of states. As explained in the previous section, the variable PE and π g represents which type of robots (ground and flying) can traverse π and which portion of π can be traversed by ground robots, respectively. From the obtained path (locally or remotely) the robot determines which part of π it can travel to, following its locomotion type. If the already elected worker type is not appropriate, it elects an appropriate robot type to serve as a worker, as shown on lines 16 -17. The main loop checks whether the chain should add more robots to reach the target. If yes, a new networker is elected, as mentioned on lines 19 and 26. Finally, the motion command is computed by both networkers and workers (not the root) using the available path and respecting the constraint in 7 and in 8, following their neighborhood. The robots that do not belong to any chain are called free robots, and they will wait close to the root until they get elected as a worker or a networker. The movement commands are altered by a collision avoidance algorithm. Most reactive decentralized collision avoidance can be used here. We selected the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle (RVO) [32] . The resulting control law is:
where u path (π, forward) computes velocity commands moving the robot towards the target and u path (π, backward) computes velocity commands moving the robot towards the root respecting the constraints in 7 and 8. In other words, a chain retracts if a parent is in the critical zone of the robot and expands otherwise.
C. Self-Healing
Furthermore, robots in a chain are aware of the connectivity tree T and the depth of T only through local broadcast messages. To compute T locally, every robot in the chain broadcasts two types of messages: 1) the parent strand: a sequence of IDs built from the root towards the worker. Each robot receives the strand from its parent and appends its own ID before sending it to its child; 2) the child strand: a sequence of IDs, built in the opposite direction of the parent strand: from worker to root. This way, every robot can reconstruct the tree T and estimate the depth of the tree, simply by concatenating the parent and child strand information. If a robot in the communication path fails, the communication chain is broken and the strand cannot be completed. In this case, the parent and the child of the failed robot will attempt to bridge the broken link by navigating toward each other. In this work, we consider robot failures only as a robot inability to communicate or to be detected on the network by its neighbors.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Simulation
We assessed the performance of the algorithm using ARGoS3 [33] , a physics-based simulator with Khepera IV and quadcopter models, and 3 maps from a motion planning benchmarking dataset [34] : 1) small (dragon age/arena), 2) medium (dragon age/den203d), and, 3) large (dragon age/arena2). The algorithm and robot controllers were implemented in Buzz. We performed two sets of simulations, one for scalability and one for robustness to individual failures. Each scenario was repeated 30 times with uniform random robot placements around the start point. We obtained a path by running the planner for a fixed period of 2s and we set the bidding time for the gradient algorithm to be 10s for our experimental evaluations. For these simulation experiments, we set the parameters to d s = 9.5m, d c = 9.7m, d b = 10.0m and the maximum velocity to v max = 1.0m/s.
For the scalability experiments, we used all three arenas but we added a wall crossing the map with a small hole above the ground to force a flying robot to pass, as it can be observed in the left most map of Fig. 3 . We used 20 ground robots and 5 flying robots for arena 1, 60 ground robots for arena 2, and 100 ground robots for arena 3. For each of the arenas, we enforced 1, 2, and, 3 communication links, except for the 100 robot runs (arena 3) covering only 2 and 3 links. Fig 3 shows how the robots stay within the safe communication zone of both parent and child, even when navigating narrow corridors. Fig. 5 plots the time taken by robots to build 1, 2, and, 3 links in each of the the arenas. The bottom lines show the reference traveling times computed using the path length, the maximum velocity of the robots (set to 1 m/s) and neglecting all obstacles. It is evident that the time taken to build a chain increases with the size of the arena. Moreover, there is a slight increase in time when increasing the number of links, explained by local collision avoidance. For the 25 robot scenarios, the average time to reach the target were 328.7s, 421.4s and 467.8s for 1, 2 and 3 links, respectively.
In a second set of experiments we injected random robot failures at every control step with a random occurrence probably of p = 0.0005 and bounded to a maxi- Fig. 4 shows the first arena, with robot locations and several failed robots on one of the simulation with F=0.6 and 3 links. Despite a large number of robots in the chain failing, parent and child of the respective chain bridged the connection and elected new robots to expand the chain. Fig. 6 shows the time taken to build the chain with injected robot failures. Robot failure up to F=0.3 does not have significant impact on the algorithm time performance. With more failures, the time required increases as well as the performance variability, with an average maximal time of 865s and a standard deviation of 413.1s for F=0.6.
B. Real robot experiments
We validated the performance of our implementation using a small group of 6 Crazyflies 1 (flying robots) and 7 Khepera IV [35] (ground robots). We performed experiments in three different settings with two different arena configurations as shown in Fig. 7 : 1) 7 ground robots in arena 1 (Ground robots run), 2) 3 ground robots and 3 flying robots in arena 2 (Heterogeneous run), arena 2 has a wall containing a hole before the target and can be only reached by a flying robot, 3) 6 flying robots in arena 2 (flying robots run). The ground robots were equipped with an 800MHz ARM Cortex-A8 Processor and were running an instance of the Buzz Virtual Machine (BVM) on-board to perform both control and path planning. Whereas the Crazyflies were using PyBuzz, a groundstation-based decentralized hardware-inthe-loop controller. A PyBuzz instance is associated to each UAV, receives all the sensory inputs from it, and performs 1 https://www.bitcraze.io/crazyflie-2/ the control step to compute the actuation commands and sends them back to the UAV. The infrastructure is detailed in [36] . Localization is obtained from a motion capture camera system. For these experiments, we set the parameters to d s = 1.2m, d c = 1.4m, d b = 1.5m and the maximum velocity to v max = 1.5m/s. Fig. 7 shows one of the 10 test runs we performed in each of the three different settings. The figure shows the starting point, the trajectory, and the end position of the robots. On all runs the robots were able to build a communication chain and reach the target, even when it requires a robot to pass through a window.
The box plot in fig. 8 shows the time required by the robots in each setting to build the communication chain and reach the target. Ground robots took on average 100s to reach the target with a wider variability (from 80s to 150s). Heterogeneous team were faster than the ground team with a median time around 50s. Finally, the flying robots were the fastest with a median around 40s and very narrow variability. The holonomic motion of the UAVs makes them more agile at similar velocity, explaining the fastest travel time and narrow variability. The supplementary video 2 , features an excerpt of these three settings.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a communication chain construction algorithm for a heterogeneous swarms of robots. Our approach is completely distributed: it requires only relative and local information from neighbors. To tackle robot failures, we exchange information and bridge the chain as soon as it is broken. We assess the algorithm performance with extensive simulations up to 100 robots in three realistic arenas. Real robot experiments with flying and ground robots demonstrate the usability and robustness of the approach. In future works, we will extend the approach to add online re-planning and chain construction, to apply the algorithm conjointly with SLAM strategies.
